Aqueous Noncovalent Functionalization and Controlled Near-Surface Carbon Doping of Multiwalled Boron Nitride Nanotubes
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Boron nitride nanotubes (BNNTs), known as the III–VI homologue of carbon nanotubes (CNTs), are structurally identical to CNTs except that the C atoms are replaced by alternating B and N atoms.1 Similar to their C counterpart, BNNTs have remarkable mechanical properties and thermal conductivity.2 But in contrast to the uncontrollable metallic or semiconducting behaviors of CNTs, BNNTs possess a uniform electronic bandgap (∼5.5 eV) that is independent of the tube diameter and chirality.1,2 Further band gap tuning of BNNTs is also possible through, for example, applying transverse electric filed,3 deformation,4 and doping.1,5 Of particular interest is the substitutional C-doping. In light of the marked structural similarities between BNNTs and CNTs and the possibilities to create a whole range of B=C=N ternary phases by controlling the doping levels, there is a fairly wide scope for the BNNT bandgap engineering through C-doping.1,5a,b

The opportunity to exploit the applications of nanotube materials relies largely on their successful manipulation; in many cases, sideway chemical functionalization is an important first step.6 Over the past decade, while the CNT chemistry has been extensively studied,8 the chemical functionalization of BNNTs has remained relatively unexplored.7 Herein, we report the noncovalent functionalization of BNNTs in aqueous solution through π-stacking of an anionic perylene derivative, namely perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic acid tetrapotassium salt (PTAS, Figure 1a). PTAS functionalization affords a well-controlled modification of nanotube surfaces with the carboxylate functional groups and thus imparts aqueous solubility to BNNTs. On the basis of PTAS functionalization, an innovative methodology for the controlled near-surface C-doping of BNNTs was further demonstrated: through controlled vacuum-annealing of the functionalized nanotubes, thermal degradation of the grafted PTAS molecules will lead to the generation of tiny graphitic C species which can be incorporated into the outmost tube-shells of host BNNTs (multwalled) through a slow C/BN substitution reaction process.1,8 Transport experiments revealed that, as a consequence of C-doping, the electronic properties of BNNTs had been delicately modified.

High-purity multiwalled BNNTs were grown by a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method.9 A representative transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of BNNTs is displayed in Figure 1b. By simple ultrasonication of BNNTs in an aqueous solution of PTAS followed by filtration, washing, redispersing, and dialysis to remove any unbound free PTAS molecules (see Supporting Information), we obtained the PTAS-functionalized BNNTs (denoted as PTAS-BNNTs hereafter). While the pristine BNNTs show no solubility in water, the functionalized nanotubes are easily soluble in aqueous solution, with accessible concentrations up to ∼0.3 mg/mL. Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) of PTAS-BNNTs revealed a steady mass loss between ca. 450 and 550 °C in a manner typical of sidewall functionalization,6 as shown in Figure 1c. According to TGA, the amount of attached PTAS was estimated to be around 2 wt %, regardless of the initial PTAS concentration in solution.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of PTAS functionalization of BNNTs. (b) A representative TEM image of the starting pure BNNTs. (c) Comparative TGA curves of pure BNNTs, PTAS-BNNTs, and C-doped B=C=NBN tubes, measured in air at a heating rate of 10 °C/min. (d) UV-visible absorption spectra of PTAS-BNNTs and the monomeric PTAS in a dilute aqueous solution; inset shows optical photographs of pure BNNTs, PTAS, and PTAS-BNNTs in aqueous solution.

The easy grafting of BNNTs by PTAS implies that there are strong π−π interactions between the molecules and nanotubes. This is manifested in a ∼102 nm bathochromic shift of the chromophore absorption band of PTAS-BNNTs relative to that of PTAS monomers (Figure 1d). Such a distinct red-shift can only be rationalized in terms of the substantially strong electronic interactions between PTAS and BNNTs in the ground state.6c,7d Also noteworthy is the observation that, upon binding with BNNTs, the PTAS fluorescence is almost entirely quenched by the nanotubes (Figure S2), indicative of the efficient electron and/or energy transfer between the excited PTAS molecules and BNNTs.5c,7d

The aqueous solubility of PTAS-BNNTs is a consequence of the presence of plenty of surface-attached COO− functional groups, which create a cloud of negative charge around the nanotubes. The carboxylate functionalities not only impart solubility to BNNTs but also make the functionalized nanotubes chemically active. As expected, PTAS-BNNTs are pH-responsive in aqueous solutions.
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and exhibit superior metal binding ability with a large variety of aqueous metal ions (Figures S3 and S4). The carboxylic functionalization of CNTs has long been known,\(^1\) and herein carboxylate-functionalized BNNTs are reported for the first time. We thus believe this work may open a new avenue for BNNTs chemical processing and application.

The conversion of PTAS-BNNTs to the C-doped BNNTs was realized by controlled vacuum heating (2 °C/min) of the nanotube samples to 1180 °C and isothermal annealing at this temperature over ∼2 h.\(^10\) The first evidence of the formation of C-doped BNNTs comes from the TGA results. As shown in Figure 1c, the oxidation of the graphitic carbon within doped BNNTs takes place at 590–650 °C. This temperature range is much higher than in the case of molecular C in PTAS-BNNTs and is well in line with the previously reported TGA data for B–C–N nanotubes.\(^11\) As expected, the Raman spectra of doped BNNTs (Figure S5) show the activation and broadening of G and D bands, which, as documented in previous studies,\(^12\) are characteristic Raman scattering features of the B–C–N nanotubes. Besides the G and D bands, also seen from the Raman spectra of doped nanotubes is the retained E\(_{2g}\) band of the BN phase.\(^7\) Keeping in mind that the starting BNNTs are multishelled, this result means that C-doping is occurring only within the outermost few tube shells, while leaving the inner BN layers intact. In other words, the present C-doped BNNTs are composed of the BN core layers and the coaxial B–C–N outer layers. Further analyses of the spatial distribution of B, C, and N species by the spatially resolved EELS technique (Figure S6) have convincingly confirmed that the doped nanotubes indeed possess the heterogeneous B–C–N/BN structure with a defined core–shell geometry.\(^13\) High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) examination of the heterogeneous B–C–N/BN nanotubes revealed that they had preserved the nonbuckled tube–wall structures (Figure S7), similar to the starting BNNTs.

Figure 2. (a) Two-terminal I–V curves recorded from an individual pristine BNNT and a coaxial B–C–N/BN nanotube. Inset shows a scanning electron micrograph of the B–C–N/BN nanotube with Ti/Au metal contacts. (b) Transfer characteristic of the prototype B–C–N/BN nanotube FET. Inset is a schematic illustration of the B–C–N/BN coaxial nanotubes.

Conclusive evidence for the successful doping of C into BNNTs was further provided by the transport experiments.\(^14\) Figure 2a displays the comparative I–V curves recorded from individual pristine and doped nanotubes. In line with the previous theoretical and experimental results,\(^1,5\) the pristine BNNT is electrically insulating and exhibits a resistance of more than 10 GΩ. By contrast, the doped B–C–N/BN tube reveals a dramatically enhanced transport, suggestive of a semiconducting material, with an electrical resistance 2 orders of magnitude lower than that of pure BNNTs. Through further measurements on the prototype field-effect transistors (FETs), the semiconducting B–C–N/BN nanotubes were identified to be of p-type (Figure 2b). This result is reminiscent of the previously reported ternary BC\(_2\)N films that were also found to be p-type semiconductors.\(^15\) Here it is worth noting that, due to a relatively thick SiO\(_2\) gate dielectric layer (∼500 nm) used in the present B–C–N/BN nanotube FETs, the observed gate voltage response for transport modulation was still rather weak. The FET design optimization by integrating thin high-κ dielectric gate oxide layers is now being pursued.

To sum up, the results presented in this study highlight two major findings: (i) noncovalent functionalization of BNNTs in the aqueous solution, through which the carboxylate-functionalized BNNTs have been prepared for the first time, and (ii) an innovative methodology for the controlled near-surface C-doping of BNNTs. As a result of doping, novel B–C–N/BN coaxial nanotubes have been fabricated on a large scale, and their p-type semiconducting behaviors were elucidated through gate-dependent transport measurements.
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(10) Here we emphasize that, to successfully obtain the C-doped BNNTs, it is critical to control the thermal degradation behavior of PTAS on the BNNT surfaces by applying a well-controlled slow heating rate such as 1–2 °C/min. See Supporting Information for details.
(14) Keeping in mind the coaxial core–shell geometry of B–C–N/BN nanotubes, transport measurements only probed the outermost B–C–N shells which are actually in contact with the metal leads.
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